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. Polisymaker's increasingly see qtructural. unemployment .

as the most imRo,r,tant and most difficult labor 'market $ \probrem. Yet, few;dfscussions have artpegred on tie, 'precise .
leaning and appropriate measure of structural unemployment. .1This,Paper attempteto improve currentdiscussions Of the
structdra unemtloymertt problem. The' first section.. showsthat li ages between concepts of cyclical, frictional,. .onal, nd structural unempthyment makit any precise .definTtion ifilcule. Neve.rtheless, the next sections \analyze me sures of ,Structural un .employment based on thd \
common. view that. structural unemployment. 7is iubstantial . .
unemployment during good t4nteq.- Using.this concep, the ,ptaper-derives the distribution of the struCturalIr 1 ..
unemployect. Althouigh he *incidence. of ,stiuettral. uhlem- .,
p(loyMent is higher' among black, yoUn.41 itr'.1 ill-educete4L .

workers, the majocitly o4 the structurlly unemployedare'
mhite, Al du 1 t s , and high school graduates.. The paper

,:oconbludes by discussing the implircations of the strUctural
unemployment numbers tor gmployment and tr.ai.nitg pr.ograms
and "other government policies. . . t.. .
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TheQiniteo. 'States has now expiirienced nine_years,of.
., ....

excfsdive 9nemployment. Not since 1969 has the country
.

managed to achieve Onemploymetit.rates significantly below

5%. Now, Attir nearly th'ree yeiars of1c6nomic re6very(
. .

we still find 6% of the nation's labor fprde. unemployed.
.

- Mach o(our recent poor perforMance has been due to the
.

deep 1974-75 recession.ana to earlier recessions. But,
.4,

many.now believe t*it we will have to accept. relatively
.

high unemployment rates.even.in periods of high.economic
4

. adtivity. Why? A frequent answer isstructural

,
unemploment. c ic r.. , __. .

. .

.
L

'The common view of structural unemployment is that the
4 . . ...11 -

,

economy generates too tew'jobssuitable to employ all the
. y

. . . 0 .
4

. 4 r 0

unskileked or inexperienced Oorkers who want jbbs. This
r\ f

0 employment gap persists.' when the economy is.at tOre-)1.ighest
.

levelslachievable without dxcessive inflation. in.flationary

mow'
ptes ures may arfse well before the economy reaches a level*

,

fp thativould absorb thosenow.viewed as structurally unemployed.
. a

Structural policies such as training, ielocation, or

special targeted forMs 'of job creation are tht.lught tebe
'3

,

necessary if thA, structurally uneMployed are not to coritinue.

to suffer significant unemployment. ,

*

e
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This paper eXamines. the meaning of structural unemploy-
.

meht and derives solyte measuresof it. The first section

.c
shows that the structural uneffiployment condept is too

ambiguous to yield precise measures.. Strqctural unemployment

overlaps condeptually with other.categories ot unemployment
.

.

/ such #s frictidnal, and seasonal. Nevertheless;

it is woth,measuririg the commonly held potion of str.uctUrAl.
. . f

ufiemployment; Which we tice as 'meanihg substantiail 4unemploy-

meht in relativety good times. 'Our choice of-Ngpod times".

was captstrained by. data availability and by the generally

-poor employment-conditions of recent years. Our measures

comeirom. data on two petiOds: 1973-Match 1974.and.
.

1,' 1977-March 1978. .....

. N. i 4
.

, A

We.first determine whether some individuals experlence

substantial unemployment in good times or wtiether the

.unemployment is spread relatively evenly across workert..`

.
We find substantial inequality, as noted in (l).

(1) Most unemployment experienced in good ye'ars is

borne by those With substantkal ungmployMent over thd

year. About 75 percent of.utiemployment o9curs among
those unemployed 15.weeks or more during the liear.

Only 17 percent of workers experkencedany unemployment

during 1977.

The next task-is to examine the composition of those

suffering subitantial

results derived from

unemployment in good times. The

3 unemployment meastires and from 2

time,periods all lead to conclusion (2):/'
1
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(2) Although the incidence of structural'unemployment
is highest among nonwhites, youth, and those with less

'than 12 years of schooling, the majority of the.
structurally unemployed are adults, whitos, and high
school graduates.

.

,

A thira issue is the. work expeiience of the structurally

utiemployed. Are those who experience 'substantial unemploy7

ment ill good tililes,unable to find.any job? Or dd mOst work

for much of the year?.

11) About three-quartersPdf the stiutturally 'unemployed
worked in 1077, averagIng about 210 weeksiof employmenx.
over the,year.. 'Thus, the abäolute *inaliiYity to finaa
job affecti oi,1y one-quarter of the structurakly4

.unerhployed.

A fourth. important issue is the-relationship between
.

'btructural unemployment and low.income status'. We examine .

.
how many of the structurally unemployed come from love.income

families and the extent to which structural

e. 4

unemployment
0

accounted for low irwome statu.s. We Lind:

(4) The majority of the structvally tinemploy'ed do not
live irt-poor' or near-poor famines. PurtheT, strücturbl
employment ii a less pervasive.cause.of low1i ome
status than is row weekly earnings. !.

In the concluding section on palicy, we distin

between two groups).of structurally &employed. Map

ish

of the

structurally unemployed work at adequate payirig jobs part of

the year) have graduated high schoolt.and come from mode-rate

or high. income families. Since these 'workers are not the
A

appropriate taxgets for gdvernment employment and training
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programs, othefforti should be direOted.at.lowering their

unemployment. These could include d nd stimulus,' AucIng
;

4

- 4 - <4.

se

seasonality ffnd relocation alAwances.

The second group of structurally unemployedopome from

low income families and tend to have low education and lyw

earnings cipadiiy. These workers deserve priority in-

government amployment and training programs. Unfortunately,
r-

the pool'of Low earners from poverty or near-poverty. income

Aamilles.is enorious, well:above the numberstof 4tructurally
. . . .

. '

Unami4oii'd4 To raise the;earningscapacity of,a large share

. ,-

, .

of these workers will require.years of sueedsful 1/4public and as

, .../
.

., \
-..4rivate eiforts.
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I. What dioes structural unemploiment mean?.

' a
/

V 1 .

.

.

.

.

Structural unemployment is frequently defined as whai .

!

.

. . . . .

is Aeft after taking actount of frictiohal,and.cyclical
.

-.or .

unemployment. Frictional unemploymentTesults from the .
4)

- .
.

.

:
, .

natural movement-of people beiween jobs a
.

nd in 'hnd out .

..of the'labor fokce. the measured unimployment t1lat'reflects

. this normal labor turnover ha& not gerierally.Cen copstrved
. e .. .

i,

'as a soci5l.problem. CycOcal unemployment is caused by the.
4 il

.loss of jobs duritilg economic downturns or moift.generelly by '

' . \ \ .
t

L inadequate aggregateodemand. Although.cyclical unemploymAt'
. r

s.

rilieved that
4 .

e -sufticient stimul to aggregate demand.will elfminaie it..

In contrast, structural unemployment has long been viewed as
.

the,unemployment hardest to sOlve, because the remedies,*
.. ,

require structural changes in the workloree, in Vie job mix,°
,

. . f
. .

. or in tke process by which lobs and worke.rs are matched.

. .
.. ,

.
.w The idea behind the structural uner 1ployme ,concept has.... .

1 ,. .A .

.
.

chaeged somewhat over the last twenty years. .In the late

6

.
.

.
, 1950es.and'early. 196,0s, struCtur4 dnemployment.cophoted

.

1q
s. -

.1 ......... .

..
technological-unemployment; it wasperceived as a,problem ....- A

crested by unprecedented technologioal progress. The view

was that, changes in technology,were geherating-demands'for

incyba3ingly sophiscated skil which miny workers could.

i.not suppiy...-The structOral unemployment idea also contained i

I . # 4

.
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. a.geographiu-.corpOnent.; regions such as Appalachta.had too

little,,economIc activi.ty,,to create enouU jobs and,theie .r
iesidehts Wire.too unsIXIA.ed or otheriii 3e hmsobile tta find

.. .
- jobe elsewhere.11. 1

*
.

% .

. . ., .. 4

. *

. . i
.

.
.

The co.ncerns over technological unemployment subsided
/

. .* * It . ,

in thb face of several years of unalytployment below 4

In thost-years, many of the unskilled .found lobs and

..

upgraded in a lab4 scarce econoMy. Now, after.ehe
. i

4

peccen11).

were

Operience o'f several years of high aggregate,unemployment.

_rate's and high rates of inffation, the concern about

.

struct4al unemployment.has b&ome more:pronelunced than

ever, Tgday;howesier, he-emphasisabas.shifted.away from

the simple fears otfttechnological4obsolescence and geo-

/*
israphic$ iMm011ity of cert.lin workers.

Analysts see.structgal unemployment as coming,from a

variety ot barriers that.traditional market forces haye not

oveeconle That is, wages and.pr

i.flelable to eliminate the struct

workers aria jobs. Some structur
100#

associateXwi,th.tha markets that

iges 'Fe not sufficiently

ual mismatChes'betweeil

al barriers are closely

exhibit hgt:i unemployment.
./

Fortexample, the mCnimum wage may directly affect employment

among lo w. skill workers. Othq14
. fi

assoclatedWith markets that do

ment, such,as energy dr medical

4.

,

structural problems'May be

not,exhihit high unImploy-.

care. The4e markets,
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4.

howevert'may create inflationary.pressUres.that are'

. 7 -,

transmitted throughout the economy.'..Td the degree that
4

these,inflationary pressures constrain a4gregate demand and,'

. . .

. 4*. in turn, cause uhempLoyment a.nong low skill workers, the
4 1

( .

.
. .

..I ,. . t

and not structural'unemaloyment.
) .

. .

app:ropria)te term for ttle problem, iststri

As a tonceptbai eaxopomy of genergl causes and-as
,

a guide to measurement, decomposing uneiploymellt'Anto
, 1

cygliCaol, frictional, an4 structural components.his .

1 ...N., I

iMpo'rtant limitations. In particul'arcstructual unem-
9

.
proymoot clearly overlaps with the other CatOories. The

I

ovel.fips'go beyonci.definitiiorial prohlemw they reflect
4.

;interactions among the causes of various.types of
. . P ,

unemployment.: t.110' reiult is that the conCepts.as they
. .

,

. 4 .
. 1 ,

'currently exist do not permit anyOdefinitive-way of

. 0 .

distinguishing. empirically .one type of unemplbymerit from

another..

. .

Consider the interactions between structural gid
4

unemployment. CurrentlY, many .araue that: high

aggrigate,demand could it-lc:Ice employbrs to hire a la0e

I.

portion of.low.skilled unemilloyed workers,'hut that unfor-
.,

bundteky such levels of aggregate demand wovld generate

Iptoierableraies of inflation. n one sense, this view

implies tlat the observed unemployment is Cyclièal, not
0

structural, since aggregate dem'and stimulus could reduce

4

0

NA

4.
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undmployment. On.the other hand, to the extent structural

1.

barriaxsare responsible for the fact that inflation

accelerates before the economy reaches full.employment,

the probtei is .structurtl, not oyclicar.
4

This issue-is quite problematic, because of con-

/ troversy concerning the connections between aggregate

demand, inflatfmi, and unemployment." Most an'alysts.argue

-that if upemployment is pushed.stoo low, the lAbor market
I V'

becomes tr tight, thereby generating inflation'ary pressares.

the co ntroversy centers on how low the critical rate of
4.

\unemployment is. The rate,of unemployment that is most

often used to indicate labor market tightness is the.rate

for Wime.age males. Any rate of unemployment for prime age
.

' males correbponds 'to some overak rate of unemployment for

.\

the economy depending upon the relative size of the other

groups in the labor market and peir unemployment situation.

Over the lakst twenty-five years, the composition of the

Abor force*has shifted toward higher shares of females an'd

.teena?ers. These groups change job6 and move in and out of

the labor force freqUently, and consequently show especially

high rates af unemployment. Therefore, according to this
1

argument, a.low unemployment rate for prime age wAles is

consistent with a higher overall unemployment rate than was

the case.in the past.
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- Several factors also blur the distinction between

structural and frictional unemployment. Short-run

variability in the demand for oUtput often causes liyoffs

or permanent dismissals eather than adjustments in wages

and prices that might maintain more stable emOloyment.3

This, it turn, results in short periodi of unemployment fol.

the workers laid off or dismissed. When the Worket finds

another job quickly, we tend to vipts, the tanemployment as

frictional. However, the fact is -that workers with low

weekly earnings tend to exPerience these bouts of hnemploy-

ment much more frequently than high earners. Job sequrity

and employment stability are generally associated with

better paying jobs. To the extent %hat partiCular workers

chronLally suffer such'unemploym between jobs, their

upemployment would seem to qualify as structural. In fact,

Piore ahd others view volatility in employment as a primary

symptom of structural unemployment.
4

Seasonal unemployment also overlaps conceptually witkl

structural unemployment. Are workers who loA_jobs for

seasonal periods structurally unemployed? In one sense,

they are, since some structural change within the industry

would be required to génerate year-round employment and

t.le workers do not find off-season joh.7.. But, should we not

distinguish between the construction worker with high annual

earnings who chooses high hourly wages and seasonal unemploy-

\

.
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\

ment and the. migrani'Workers for wbom a(14w wage, high 4,,

unemployment position is.the best opportunity? Both raise

policy concerns, but of very-differht kinds.. In the former
. .

case, restructuring unemployment insurance might help; in
A A

the laaier; upgrading jobs and providing other part-year

employment might be beneficial.

The varied nature of the structural unemployment concept

extends to the identiflcation.of causeq. The problems may

lie'wih the Individual, the group or the structure. The

usual focus is.the individual. Common diagnoses of.structural

unemployment state that*certain indi'visluals lack the skill,

educ.atioy,' work. habits, or attitudes to compete for or to

thold the available jobs. Serious unemployment problems can

affect the individual regardless of his or her location,

race, age, ..ex, or family status.

The group is another common focus. Certain groups

such as youth, blacks, vr welfare recipients suffer mudh

higher unemployment rates than otheTs., Part of the reason
%

is simply that those in disadvantaged groups have low skills

and other 'debilitating individual characteristics; But,

other reasons are group-related' and transcend the probleTs.

associated with such.shared characteristics as low skill and

knexpotience. The use of statistical discrimination by

'employers is a good example: because many individual-youth

are unstable workers, the emp1oyer may choose to avoid

1
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to.

a

hiring youth in general.
5

Where problems aregroup-

.

reiated, particular irddividuals may not suffer citronic
-.

uhemployment. However, some structural aspect of the labor
J,

market still 4fes chronically high.unomplOyment gates
,

,

for the group a o.4-e..

It- .

In general tlea individual and gr up problems must
, . 1

,
(:)

interact with5s3écific structures in the edonomy to cause

chronic uRemployment. Qtherwi.A some adjustmentsl.for

example in wages, hiring and upgrading, or in technology,

could eliminate the unemployment. *As noted above, the 1.0

structures may be close to or distant-from the markets\--j ,4,4'14
01 - .. 4 . %

r

.. +! Y.

for those experiericing unmployment. The most often noted
..

. \

Istructures are: li wage rigidities, due to 1e6al'and
.

J , N
/ . dk 0,

.-social.minimum wagds, other legal and'ins ional

restrictions, as Well as social factors such as custom and

equityland union power; 2) technological rigidities tha.t

limit-the mix of skilled and unskilled positions;.3) unem-
,

-'ployment insurance and welfare progiams, which provide

incentives to artifically report unemployment and to prolong

spells ocac.tual unemployment; 4) demographic imbalances,

such as the.bulge of youths entering the labor force 18-2/

year after the baby boom; 5) geographic shifts, such as

the more rapid movement of.jobs than people away from the
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'Northeast and from large industri41 cities( and 6) dis-

'crimination'that impedes the upward mobility of certain'

groups.
,.

An evaluation of the importance of variop struccures
.,

\.is beyond the scope of this paper. We atie t the more

modest task ofidentifyipg the strpcturally u employed.*
ft.

This\measuremen't task is not fully aohievable given die Lick

6/ specificity of the cokept. In addltioW to th'e problems

raised above, the notion that sunemploym'ent is involuntary

and being out of the labor force'is voluntary is subject to

doubt. Nevertheleis, we move forward to approximate

.structural,unemployment bY identifyin4,the workers who
.

,

experience nubstantial uflemployment in Flood times. The next

4 / .
, , . / ,

. .

section presents data on those-who aró structurally .

.
uneMployed on the basis of Aeveral unemplOyment measuresi

In the ftnal section, we review t:h.e findings and discuss

S.

their importance for government employntrnt* and tiaining

programs..

4. .1

1

I.
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II. Unemployment in Gond Times
.

Workers.who b I( Ar substantial unemployment.in high
4

employment ,perlods"ate.the group most people have in mina

whexi they speak of the ."strugturally-unemployed". At noted
ea.

:
above, nekther bhis.detinitionnort oChers are precise and

unambiguous. Nevertheless;we wh4,t the.coMmon
-

implie if.ve.examine the patterns of unemploYmen't-in gooci.

times Qiur strategy is to look.at a varieticof unetiployment
;

measures.
ft

.00.
..

\
In presenting the

%.,

unemployment data, me fo'Cus on four
%

:4'.

c

sets of'questions:
- '

4P

-

(1) Whatis the distrii?ut,ioil of unemployment over the
labor fdrce? Do most woekers beay a small amount of
unemployment, or does some small share 'of workers
experience most. of the unemployment?.

4

\4. (2) Which demographic groups.account for, the greatest. .

numbers of those experiencing substantial unemployment--
groups with the highept unemployment ratesp.as black
ybuth, or other gioups? .Which groups experience the
highest incidepce of substantial unemployment?

(3) What is the typical work expeeience of those
with substantial unemployment? How much do they
work over the dour4e of &year? In what kinds of
lobs?

,

4
(4) To wh\at extent does suhstantial unemployment lo
together with anq contribute tci povertytand near- .
poVerty income levels?

. ,

To iddress these questions, we need a.nationally repre-
.

1/4

sentative data source th8t contains information on tho

empl4ment, unemployment, earnings, and income of workers

4.

4
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.

. over the course. of at least one year. Further, the data
*.

must come from at least one period of relatively\high
.

//employment. The accessible sources that meet.. these

t
.

'requirements and cover relatively recent periods are the

...March 1974 and March 1978 Current population Survey.,(CPS).

The CPS ii a mOnthly survey ofs56000 households.6. Each

o

March CPS includes a special supplement covering the work

experilnce and income oral/ household members during the

prior liear.
;

I.

With the two CPS's, wevar4 abre to examt6 the unem-'

ployment patterns of some w% oekers, during calendar 1973 and

4

March 1974 and ofmother workers during calendar 1977 and- .

*March 1978. The aggregate unemployment rates for thee

fous periods were 4.9 percento 6.2 percent, 7.0kpercent, and

6.2 percent. .Some may question whether 1977, at 7.0%

#

unemployment, can be conAidered a high employment year. We
,

certairay do not view 7.0 percent at the lowest rate

consistent with nonaccelerating inflation. However, the
40

,1177-MArch 1978 data are worth egamining'closeli for several

reasons: First, they are the most tecent data available;

second?' it is commonly beitgypd'tl'iat by mid:1977 and March

1978 the temaining unemployment was largely frictional or

structural; and finally, the average 1977 unemployment rate

% derived Srom*the March 1978 CPS was about 6 percent, a rate

m ,oanycrmMer within the high emOloyment range.7
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A. The Distriiolion of, UneMployment

How unemplOyment iscshared among workers is ofiprime

iiportance in-identifying tho.se with substantial unemployment.

sWere*all the unemployMent experience during the year equally..

shared, all uneMployment would be short-term and it wpuld

'not lie sensible to identify a group of workers as "the

structutally.unemployed". P.Iin the other hanA, if nearly all

unemployment affected.only a satall grodp of workers, ii"

would be clear that these w9xkers were the structurally.

unemployed.

What is the actual situation/in high employment

periods? How equal is the distribution of unemployment?

'The usual analyses of the distribution of unemployment use

the monthly tinemployment concept and deal with the share of

unemployed who are young, old, white, black, men, and women.

4 Since in a gt iven% month a person s either unemployed,

employed, or not in,the labor force, the distribution of

unemployment among.workeis is entirely concentrated among

those unemployed that month. However, over a full year

period, it does make sense to consider the distribution of

unemployment aeong workers. With data from the March 1978

CPI; on the ptecise number of weeks employed, unemployed,
i 4

and ot in the labor force experienced during 1977, we can

measure the eAuality in unemployMent over the labor force.
4
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In 1977, according to the March 1978 CPS, the labor

'force worked 4.5 billion weeks and experienced 293 million

weeks of unemployment:- If unemployment had been equally

shared, the atierage full-year member of the labor fOrce

woull have worked about 49 weeks and been unemployed about

3 weeks.. The actual situation shows far less equality in

the exper,ience o. unemployment.

The best way 'to view the inequality ot the unemilloY-

ment burden is first to measure the sha:e of workers who

experienced unemplolment and next to eXamine the distri-

bution of unemployment among those unemployed at least orie

week. We immediately find substantial inequality; over 83
. 4

%

percent of workers suffered no unemployment, leaving the

li

full burd n falling on the othee 17 perca1m!). Further, even
..

amop\the u .nemOloyed, the distribution of unemployment was

highly unequal. To illtistrate the inequality of unemployment

among those with some unemployment, we present in Figure 1

a.graph plotting the cumulative share of uneMployment borne

(
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The 45 degree dialorCel depicts full..equality. Noteth4 the.
.

actual distribution Osplays substant'ial fnequaiity. The
. .. ..-
, .

'percent of persons with the most unemployment accounted.for ,..e°
..

about half of all uneiployment. This 213 percent of workeros

is the group with 26 Or more weeks of unemployment. If We

-deffne the long-term unemployed as those workerd who face 15

or thore weeks of unemployment, we find*that.the long-term
AM.

unemployed.suffer three-quarters of total unemployment. .

These data show m)very.different.picture th4n data

based on monthly averages. In the average month' during
os

1977, only 28% Of the unemployed hat.' faced 15 or more weeks

of continuous unemployment.. This figure and similaf pines

have led some to congludge. that most unemployment faced by

the_general population is relatively short-term.
9 The

annual data indicate the reverse, that iost,unemployment is.

borne by a relatively small.group cf those.experiencing

.unemployment. To reconcile-the data, we must first c Aember

t'hat the morthly data refer to the lengths cf unemployment

in the curreat spell while the annual data show .the entire

amount of unemployment from all spells during the year.

Second, we must d stinguish.between thetduratin of unem-I.

ployment of the average unemployed person (which is short)

Or
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and the duration of unemployment among members of the/gro4p.

accounting for the average of unemployment (which is

'ldng).

Recent research on labor force transitions strengthens'

'the case for using each morket's.totalyeeks-of unemployment

over the 'years instead of relying on'the duration,of specificI

4
4.

spells of.unemployment. Clark and Summers found that i

. large fraction of spells of unemployment either begid or end
.

with" a spell outside the labor force." Their;work tells into
4

question the usual interpretation of high turnover as

meaning workers frequently.mdve in and out of jobs. It-.

turns out that much of the turNcr occurs because some

workers wHZ cannot find jobs over a long period repOit

themselves as,outside the labor force for one or twolionths.
4

Cumulating weeks of unemployment over the year takes apcount

I.

of these interrupted spells of Oemployment without going so

far as to count time outside ttie Libor force as unemployment.

The inequality of unemployment extends to g11 demo-

.graphic groups. If we look at the way unemployment is..

shared within each age-race-sex subgroup, we find that most

of the differences between subgroups comes from differences

in the ahare )f workers who experience an<unemployment.

Among adult nales, 25-64v 12 perdent of white workers and 20

percent of black workers had at least one week of unemploy-.

ment.. In the cas of ming men, age 18-24, 31 percent of

40

4.

00,
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whitt workers and 43 percent of black' wolkers were

unemO.oyeesometime during 1977.f .SiJar differences,:

appeared when we compated adult women workers with young

women workers. Within age-race-sex subgroups, wide.

differences exist in th 4 share of worke. rsexperiencingLsome

un4Aployment in given year; however, the cqaVibutionsof.

, -

total weeks of ulitimTloxm.t.n.t among workerk_with_unemployment,

were similai fot- all subgroups. The,.unemployment eachrgroup

experienced was ,:ihcentrated heavily among a smal4 per-

.:antage/of workers. Within all major age-race-sex groups,

' about 40 per cent of the.unemployed sufféred.three-quzArtefs
44

of all unemployment.

In summarlpl"the vast bulk of unemproyment over:a one
r

year period takes place among a small share of the unemployed

and 4 very much maJler share of wilt-kers. Of,the 17.6

million 13-64 year olds who experienced some unemployment,

about 7.1 million werunempioyed 15' wteks oi more. Theset

7.1 mil:ion workers, who made up Jess than 7fper. cent of all

wh; worked or looked for work in 19774 account for about

75 per cent of total weeks of unemployment. Even among

. --young worker:it only a 'small sh4re of worker:.; most.of

the unemployment: The full year giyures give a different

impression from the monthly fijures. .In the typical month

in 1977, clnly 560,000, or.13 per*cent of the 2.4 million

unemployed 18 to 24 year-olds, had been unemployed for 15

t
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weeks or owe in theirr currede spell of unemployment.. The
k .

full year data show thit 2.5 milloAon young lockers- 4xperienced

4 15 or.more weeks,of unemployment during 1977. Although thekoe."

c2.5 million.workers we.re only 36 per,cent.of those experi...

encing oftmOtoyment and 11 per.cent of al.1 young workers,.

they accounted for 72per ceht of,total veeks of Anemployment.

The concentration of unemfloliment among a group with
.

substantial Linemployment suggests that it is appropriate to

'speak of an identifiable group of severely, or structutallyy

unemployed workers. H9wever, unemplopient experience in one

year.may,pot be enough to clas:ify someone as structurally
)

unemployed.- It is possible that unemployment is more evenly .

spread across individuals over a two-year period. If so,

..dnemployment might not be as concentrated as data covering

only one year suggest.

To shed.light,on these questions, we looked at the

March 1978 employmedt status of workers with and without
,

unemployment experience during 1977. The results indicated. -
-

that the high concentration of unemploysent extends beyond

one year. It appears that unemployment experience during

1977 is a much better predictd of March 178 emptoyment

status than is age, race, or sex. As Table L shows, those

workers who were fully employed in 1977 generally.continued

their successful experience in March 1978. In sharp

contrast, those indivrduals vith any unemployment in 1977

S.

V.
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faced veiy high'unemployment rates in March 1978. AmOng
1

those experiencing 15 weeks or more unemployment in 1917.,

the March 1978 unemployment ratesiwere even higher than the

20% plus rates found among those With any unemployment.

We have.shown'that unempl.yment in a period of reason-

ably high employment is concentrated within the group that

suffers subptantial unemployment. These results give us

Scinfidence that those with substantial unemployment in a

high employment yaar are an identifiable group that may be

qb

reasonably, viiewed as structurally unemployed. We now turn

to examine.the composition of-this.group of workers.

21)



Table 1

Wbrkers With and Wlthout Unemployment in 1977, by
Age, Race, Sex and Unemployment Rate in March 1978

Males Pemal6s
White -.Nonwhite White Nowhite *lite Nonwhite White Nonwhite
18-24 18-24 25-64 25-64 18-24 18-24 2544 25-64

::-Akers With

.

Unamyloyment
As percent of
all workers 31 43 - 12 19 36 , 46 13 ' 20

Unempkoymerii go

Rate, March 1978' 22.3 44.4 22.0 24.6 19.2 37.1 16.8 320

Workers with
15+ weeks of
Unediployment
As percent of
all workers 11 22 5 11 7 20 5 10

Unemployment
Rate, March 1978 29.8' 55.0 31.0 34.0 31.1 41.3 24.4 40.9

Workers with no
Unemployment
As percent of
all workers 69 57 88 81 64 54 87 80

Unemployment
Rate, March 1978 5.0 7.6 1.3 2.6 5.2 10.4 1.7 2.5

Note: The workers category is this table is made up of persons who worked or looked for work
sometime during 1977.
Source: Tabulations from the March 1978 Current Population Survey.
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B. Identifying the Stracturally Unemployed

There are two possible approaches to examinihq how

structural unemployment varies across demographic groups.
1

One is.to determine the share ot unemployment identified as
- 1

structural that is borne by each age-race-sex group. This
0

answers the question, *Given a structuratly unemployed
(,

individual, what are the chances the person is a ygung;

*
. -

black man, a white adult woman, or a person in any other
)'

group?" The second approach is to look at the share of 'each

demographic group that experiences structural unemployment.

These data allow us to look at how the incidence of

structural unemployment varies across groups. It is

important to utilize both approaches in devisihg employment

and training programs. As we show below, the incidence of

structurial unemployment is very high for some groups (such

.as young black men), which accounts for orrly a small portion

of total structural unemployment.

To determine who experiences substantial unemployment in

relatively high employment periods, we first specify three

measures of "substantial unemployment." The three are:

(1) unemployed 15 weeks or more during 1973 (or 1477) and

unemployed in March 1474 (or March 1978); (2) unemployed

during 1973 (or 1477) and unemployed for a. spell of R weeks

or more in March 1t."14 (or March 1478); and (3) unemploye,1



15 weeks or More during 1973.(or 1977) and unemployed for

a spell of 8 weeks gr more in Mgrch71974 (of MarQh 1978).

Basedcon these'measures, we derive numbers.for.tota1

structural' unemployment and for the compgsition'by age,

rage, sex and-pther categorIes. The numbers appear in.'

Tables 2-and 3. 7.1

The most striking result is that the composition by

/ age, race, and sex.,'tp virtia11y unaffeqted by the measure .

of'unemployment or the yeiri. While the *ize of the'
) ,

.

.

structurally unemployed pool varies mith bile 6tringency of
. .

the 'unemployment measure and the 'time period, the share of
..-

thitstructural unemployment burden borneby yoliths, adults,

men, women, whites; an4 blacks remains about the same.

Almost 2 but of 5 structurally unemployed are young (ages 16

to 24), about 1 of 8 are nonwhite youth, J. .of 3 are women,
4

3
and over I of 3 are prime-age men. Of-all the age-race-sex

categories, prime-age yhitd men make up the highest share of

the structurally unemployed pool. This conclusion may be

surprising to those who focus on the low unemployment rates

of prime-age white men. 12 However, it is not surprising

ioiven that prime-age white men make up the highest share of

the total libor force and given our earlier results showing

their unemployment is concentrated over a small share of the

13qroup.
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Table

so

The Composition of the Structurallx Unemployed,

Based on Unemployment Experience in 1973 and 1974
.

Unemployed 15 weeks or mc.re, 1973 Unempioyed in 1973

.

i
Unemployed, 8+ weeks Unemployed, Unemployed 8+ weeks

.- . March 1974 .
March 1974 March 1974v

Number , Number ,t Number

(000's). Percent (000's) Percent. .

.)c

Ail:groups

Males

ye. i Age, 16-24
i4 White .

.) Nonwhite
0 '

1We, 25-64
White

.; Nonwhite
.

Z
. . Age, 65+

'Females

Age, 16-24
White
Nonwhi

Age, 25-64
White
Nonwhite

Age .65+

756 100

489 65

267 35.

96 13

66 9
30 4

163 22

134 la

29 4

7 1

A,

185 24

142 19

43 6

284 38

210 .28

74 10

. 20 3

1097

Percent) 103's)

60

698 64

279 25

211 19

68 6

1320 100

833 .63

. "
.

i.' .

312 24

221 17

91 7
,

386 35 A94 37
.

295 27 383 29*

91 8 111 8
\ .

32 3 27 2
'-, s

399 36

150 14
..

$101 9
49 5

235 21

195 19

40 3

14 1

Source; Tabulations from March 1974 Current Population Survey.

'w-

487 37

176 13

131 10

45 3

290 22

245 19.

45 fj

9 1

.
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Table 3

The Composition of the StruCturally Unemployed,
Based on Unemployment Experience in 1977 and 1978

..

?

Unemployed 15 weelti or more, 1977 Unemployed in 1977
'4

Unemployed, 8+ weeks Unemployed, Unemployed 8+ weeks
March 1978 March 1978 , March 1978

Number Number .4 Number

(000's) Perdentl (000's) Perdent (000's) percent

"

All Groupe 1542 100 214Z 100 ) 2383
t

100

Males 1617 64 '' 1379 64 1525 64

Age, 16-24
White

415
271

27

18

.- 572
390

27

18

658
467

28

20

Nonwhite 144 8 182 8 191 8

,
Age, 25-64

1
574 36 773 36 830 35

- White 472 29 621 29 687 29

Nonwhite 102 7 152 7 / 143 6

A9e, 65+ 29 2 35 .2 37 2

\

Females 525 34 763 36 858 36
*

Age, 16-24 !' 208 13 323 15 377 16

White 132 8 212 -* 10 255 11

Nonwhite 76 5 111 5 122 5

Age, 25-64 306 20 421 20 462 19

White 206 13 278 13 334 14

Nonwhite 99 6 143 7 129 5

Age 65+ 11 1 19 1 19 1

Source: Tabulations from Match 1974 Current Population Survey.
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These results shdW how much structural unemployment.

each demographic group suffere. To.,examine theik incidence

of structural unemployment, or tow lfkely any member of a

group is to suffer 3tructural uneMployment, we must look at

each group to see what fraction of thegroup eiperienced. .

structural unemployment. Here, we fin4 familiar results.

The incidence of structural unemployment is:highest amon§

younglolack men. Of those young black men who worked or

looked iot work in 1973, nearly-1 of 10 met the strictest.

test of structural unemployment. In ,conerast, only 1.of 100

prime-age male workers were sttucturally unemployed on the
Il

basis of this measure..

Turning o other characteristics, we find that a

majority (57;,percent) of the structurally unemployed com-

pleted 12 Years of schooling and that most lived outside the

largest 35 SMSA's. However, the incidence of stractural

unemploylent was .higher for the less educated-than for high

schoo/ graduates and higher for those living in the largest

10 SMSA's that.) for those s1i4ing elsewhere.

The total number of structurally unemployed as derived

from the three measures of substantial unemployment is well

tt

under the number of workers Who experienced many weeks of

unemployment in 1977. Of the. 7.5 million workers who were

unemployed 15 weeks or more in 1977, oral, 1.5 million met

the mast strimjent test of being unemployed 8 weeks or more

411

MI/
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u
in March. 1978: An addiOonal .6 million were unemployed in

March 1978;b61 for less than 8 weeks. Of the eemaining 5.9

million, 4.3 milrion werekemPloya and 1.0 million were not

in the.labor fOrce in March 1978. (,Only 37,00of those out,...

- 'of labor force were discouraged wonkers.)

""'- .

Le-

These numbers indic6te that a reasonable estimate of

the-average level of structural unemployment is i.5 million

workers. However, this number no doubt.lunderstates thee

number of workeis.who should be classified asstructurally

unemployed based omItheir,full yeir experiences. Foi

exadple, Many of the 4.3 minim. employed and the .6 million

short-term unemployed in March..1978 will face substantial

unemproymentiiome other time in 1978. It is difficult to

estimate the total number with consistent patterns of

substantial unemploiment without data on the same

.indisiiduals for a period of high employment years.
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C. ,Work kxperience of the Structurally Unemplowed

Id spite of-their chronic unemployment experience,

A. meat of the sttucturally unemployed have contideraOle work

experience, Of the workers unemployed 15+ weeks in 1q77 and

8+ week's in March 1978, almost.three-quarters.worked foC

I.

pay during 1977. These workers ,dveraged abOut 20 weeks of
..... .

employment., Nearly all age-race-sex categories of the -,

structurally unemployed remained in the labor force almost,
4

the entire year. 'YOung.men, 18-24, averaged 48 weeks in the.
,

labor"force; adullt women, 25-64, averaged-46 weeks; And .

.

adult men averaged 51 wteks. . 1

Those.strUcturally unemployed according to the

stric"test measure wored in all;the Major

grouRings. About 20 percent 'had experience itc white collar .

occupations; almost. 40% had experience in semP6skilled blue

.
.

collar Aions. When these structurally unempfoyed found
,

4,
.

jobs, they worked in all the major industries. Only the
N

ft
.. constiuction.industry Was heavily overrepresented among the . .

) '' . . 4
.

.

structurally unemployed. '' Among4wbite adult ;nen., construction

was an especially important,industry. "While 1% of'the

white adult men with work were employed in the construction

industry, about 35% of the structually unemployed came.from

consteliction,jobs. It is Aikely that mapy of these men
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4

Cape slibstantial seasopal unemploympnt; their unemployment

.4 difficulties are probably duelPto industry employment
. %

fluctuations, and not to a iack of marketable skiLls. Some
.

#
ot the construction workers experiencIng'ohronic unemploy-

.
44 . . . S. .
ment might be considered as voluntarAly unemployed in the.

/ ....

dense that they have chosen a high-wa4e, unstable occupation
.

'.,, . .

over a modecate-wage, stable occupation. However, unemploy-
.. ,

. ..e ment of most chrohically unemployed constructlo'n wo.rlierst
.

I .

canriot be written Off in this-way.. Aml3ng White adultimen in.
. . .

. t
. .

. - .

;., .., .

A..

. ,

the consttuction industry,. 60 percent of those classified 4s
4

stsucturally unemployed eatneg under $7500 per'year.
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D. Structural Unemployment and Inadequate Incomes
,

This section,focuses on two questions: What share,of

the struturally unemployed come from families wits poverty,

and near-poverty incomes?. *And, to what the extent does

stractural unemployment contribute to low income itatus? As.

above, we use several measurei of unemployment experience to

approximate structurAl unemployment.

The first resuats show that the structurally sunemployed
S.

are not primarily from poor afid near-poor families. Among

those* who experienced.15 weeks or more unemploymentin 1977

and 8 weeks oi more by'March 1978, about half,were in

families With 1977 incoMes of..$10,000.or more; over 34 were

in familles with incomes of $15,000 or more. Using poverty

thresholds that take account of income and family size, we

-find that about 20.percent of the strucTally unemployed ...

were in poor families and another 30 'Percent were in near-
,

poor families (with incomes between 1 and 2. times the

poverty line).1 These results hold for youth and adults, for

a variety of.measures of unemploybent experience, and for

the 1973-74 and*the 1977-78periods,

.Although workers,from middle ansl upper income

families suffered about half the structural unemployment,

they account for about 70 percent of all workers. Thus,
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their.share of structural unemployment was lower than

their share of the total population. Put another way, the

inciaence of structural unemployment was much higher .among

*low.income familiesdthan wrtong middle and high income

families. Looking at 1977 xprience, we find that adult

males with 15 weeks or more unemployment made up about 30

percent of adult male wprkers in polr.families, 15 percent

of adult male workers in near-poor families, but only 3-5

percent of adult male workirs in middle and'upper incofie

_families.
4

Still, structural uneMployment was not the primary

cause of low income status: The majority of workers in poor

and near-poor families did not experience any unemployment

in 1977. Among males, none were. low earners ($100 or less

per week) in poor or near-poor families, only about 16

' percent faced 15 or more weeks of unemployment in 1977.

Apparently, low weekly earnings contributed mere to low

income status than did long-term unemployment. Of the

1.7 million adult male workers in poor famiitlies, 503,000

endured 15 weeks or more unemployment while 650,000 had no

unemployment but earned less than $100 per week. In the

case of adult female workers, the problem of low weekly

earnings was even more important. Of the 1.7 million female A

workers in poor families, 365,000 were unemployed 15 we.4.::

or more, while 860,000 had no unemployment but earned less

than $100 per week.
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, The adult Ofrers in poor familres who did experience

long-term unemployment were frequently heads of families

iwith chi1dreo wider 18. Such family heads atcounted for.

about helf the long-term adult unemployment in poor familles.

However, most of the workers.beading poor and near-poor

families did not experiencd any 'uneMployient during 107.

In summary, we find first that structural unemployment

does not occur primarily in low income families. ,bile poor

A

- and qear-poor families\bear far more than theif share of

structural unemployment, most of the structurally unemployed

live in middle or upPer income families. Second, we find

that the majority of workers in low incdOe families are not.. .

among the structurally unemployed. Long-term unemployment

does account for the low incothe status of manyepoor and
4

near-poor families, but the problem of low earnings appears

to have an even larger impact.

.1
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III. Breaking Down Barriers to Unsubsidized Employment

Assessing the causes of structural unemployment

and suggesting how to overcome them are tasks that go

beyondthe scope of this paper. However, it is possible

to draw 'some implicati9ns for policy from-the data and the

analysis appearing in eailier sections. We limit the.dis-

cussion to issues involving the appropriate target groups

for employment nd training programs and the best method for

overcoming bariFiers to unsubsidized employment.

Those who explain ptructurai unemployment by defi-

cigncies n individual workers tend to.see lack' of education

and training as the primary barrier to unsubsidized employment.

According to this view, increasing aggregate demand will

largely bid up wages of trained workers while doing li.ttle

to increase employment of untrained, structurally unemployed

workers:

If this view of the problem and its solution viere

ccrVect, we would expect to find that the stkucturally

unemployed either cannot find any job or earn very low

earnings when they cid work. While this picture is valid for

some of the structurally unemployed, it is inaccurate for

most. As noted above, 75 Percent of the structurally

unemployed in the 1977-early 1978 period diA find jobs in

I 1977. These workers averaged 20 weeks'of employment.

:111
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Thus, simply adding weeks of employment in existing jobs

(perhaps by increasing Clemand) could have overcome most of

the structural unempl6yment problem.14

For those structurally unemployed who leave low wage

'jobs in search of better jobs, the simple policy of adding

weeks of employmelt in existing jobs would be inadequate.

We do not have the data showing the extent to which voluntary

moveffients between jobs account for structural unemployment.

However, by examining the weekly earnings of those who did

work, we can see how many of the structurally unemployed

had sufficient skills to earn at leapt $150 per week. The

numbers in Table 4 show the share of the structurally

unemployed who worked in 1977 fOr low and moderate earnings.

The nature.of the structural problem appears to differ by

subgroup. Very few women or young nonwhite men were able to

find jobs paying $150 per week. In fact, well over 70% of

these structurally unemployed groups either did not work or

worked for less than $100 per week. On the other hand, high

shares of prime aged male workers found jobs paying at

least $150 per week. Thu!;, while lack of skills appeared

important for soie groups, one-third ot the structurally

unemployed had enough skills to obtain reasonably good jobs

for.part of the year.
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Table 4

The Distribution of Weekly Earnings Among Workers Unemployed
15 Weeks or More in 1977 and Unemployed 8 weeks or Mote in W.rch

'Percent in Earnings Bracket

Numbers
(in 000's) $ 0. $1- 99 $100 - 149 $150+

White males, 18-24 230 11
.

27 23 39

Nonwhite males, 18-24 129 43 33 14 10

White males, 25-64 472 19 9 14 58

Nonwhite males 25-64 102 32 16 12 40

White females, 18-24 113 24 52 9 14

Nonwhite femalqs, 18-24 66 39 39 14 5

White femAies, 25-64 207 27 27 17 30

Nonwhite females, 25-64 99 4f 17 21 14

Total, All Groups 1417 25 23 16 36

Source: Tabulations from the March 19/8 Current Population Survey
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Further evidence on the woz.k ahilities of many the

structurally unemployed comes from data on educational

attainment.' Note in Table 5 that about 3 out of 5 of the

structurally unemployed completed 12 or moie years of

scnooling. In general, the*structurally unemployed did

h'ave less education than the average worker. However,

differentials in high school completion between the

. structurally unemployed and other workers were small for

all subgroups excell prime-age white men.

These resultsqndicate.that direct employment stimulus

might rtWuce structural unemployment substantially. Po.icies

to stirulate demand for the structurally unemployed might

include targeted tax credits, incentives for employers

to avoid seasonal layoffs, and aggregate demand stimulus

accompanied by anti-inflation policies. Special education

and training are probably not necessary policies for many of

the structurally unemployed. However, policies Co upqrade

skills sUll have an important role for mtlny of the

stnicturally unemployed as well as for many working stead 'y

at vt-?ry 1)w wa9e jobs.

The possible inclusion of the underemployed raises

th 6! issue of which workers )ke up Ole appropriate target

Iroup for employment and training programs. It is clear

from our results and from other work that many of those

experiPncing chronic problems of inadegLate earninqs do not
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Tabl

Educational Attainment of StructUrally Unemplslyed.and All Workers

share of Worters with
Structurally

12+ Years of Schooling

All WorkersbUnemployeda

White males) 18-24 67 78

Nonwhite males, 18-24 . 48 63
White males, 25-64 : 55 76
Nonwhites maleis,..25-64 51 60
White females, 18-24 80 85
Nonwhite females, 18-24 85 77
White females, 25-64 66 79
Nonwhite females, 25-64 52 64

Total, All Groups 61 77

a These are workers with 15 or more weeks of unemployment in 1977
and 8 or more weeks of unemployment in March 1978.

:hese are individuals who worked or looked for work in 1977.

Source: Malch 1978 Current Population Survey
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J
experience structural unemployment. In fact, as noted

above, the structurally unemployed make up only a small

share of the country's low earners. It would be inequiltab

V.
to exclude underemployed persons with earnings prospects as

poor as the structurally unemployed from employment and

training programs. For this reison, the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act .(CETA) does mandate the provision

of.employment and traiTdng.to the underemployed as well ass,

the Unemployed.

Given that resources.are too scarce to cover the

several million long-term unemployed and the underemployed,

th'e government must decide which workers deserve priority

in employment and training programs. It is natural that

Ch,e'workers in'the poorest famijies should gain first

access to the special programs. For these workers, the lack

of an.adequate paying job causes income deprivation for the

family. It turns ou.t that income-conditioning does exc'ude

very large numbers of the svucturally uaemployed. As noted

above, 30 per cent of those experiencing long-term unemploymen

in 1977 and unemployment in March 1978 were in-families with

incomes of $15,000 or more. To target resoirce:; on families

mo:it in need of addi,tional earnings, the new CETA Title II

programs limits participation to persons in families whose

4



income over the 6 months prjor eo entry was no more than

70 per cent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics lower.living

' level.

Does the emphasis on the low income component of

the structurally unemployed alter our earlier conclusions

about.the ffaMberg requiring education and traininV

Apparently, yes. Of all workers unemployed 15 weeks or

more in 1977 and unemployed in March 1973, almost.60 per

cent had gradua'ced 1)Agh school and about half had worked at

jobs paying titre than $100 per week. Bi.t, structurally un-

employed workeis in families with.poverty or near-poverty

incomes had less education and work experience. Of the low.

income structurally unemployed; over half had not completed

high school Ind only one-third had earned as much as $100

per' week in 1977.

It is worth highlighting two conclusions that emerge

from the analysis. First, much structural unemployment

occurs among workers from moderate or high income faMilies;

many of these workers have considerable work experience

at adequate paying jobs, and the majority have graduated

hiqh school. These workers are not the appropriate targets

for government employment and training programs. Nor is it

clear that high expenditure efforts should be put forward on

their behalf. However, we should examine the causes of

their unemployment and should attempt to come up with

4 ,
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solutions. If we could stlmulate aggregage demand without

excessive increases in inflation, most of these workers

would not require special.gdvernment programs to become more

fully emproxed. Other solutions might involve attempting '4(

to reduce seasonality and to improve transition from one.job

to another, perhaps with suCh as.relocation allowances.

A second part of structural unemployment hits 1

sacticers from low income fabilies. Few of these workers

earn adequate weekly amounts when they do work. Many'need

remedial education; However*, the size of title potential

pool of low earners in poverty or near-poverty families is

enormous, numbering over 6 million worWers. Thre.ACImini-

stration has attempted to setm`priorities within this group

by proposing a jobs component in welfare Teform that assures
,

employment for all primaryiparners in iamilies with children.

If we are to raise the earnings of all the low earners

in poor families, we will Have to achieve subsAantial

syccess over a long-peried of years in our employment and

training efforts. Even the more modest goal.of substantially

reducing structural unemployment among low income workers

will require that many workers find jobs at low weekly

earnings acceptable.

4.
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FOOTNOTES

1. See B. Fleisher, Labor Economics (1970), pp. 267-271,
for a discussion -61 the geographical 'nature of
structural unemployment.

2. See J. Tobin and M. Bailey, "Macroeconomic Effects
of Selective Public Employment and Wage Subsidies,
Brookings Papers Economic Activity (BPEA) 2:1977
pp. 511-545; and R. Hall, "Why is the Unemployment
Rate So High at Full Employment, BPEA 3:1970,
pp. 369-411; And "Tte Process of Inflation in the
Labor Market," BPEA 2:1974. pp. 343-411..
,

3; See A. Okun, *Inflation: Its Mechanics and
Welfare Costs" sem 2:1977; pp. 351-403.

4. M.J. Piore, "Unemployment and Inflation: An
Alternative View,* Challenge, May/June 1978.

5. See Glen Cain and Dennis Aigner, "Statistical
Theories of Discrimination in the Labor Market*,
Industrial Labor Relations Review, January 1977.

1/41
6. See.The Current Population Survey, sigh and

Methodology, Technical Paper #40, B eau of The
Census.

7. To derive the 1977 annual average unemployment
rate from the March 1978 CPS, we divided the total
weeks unemployed during 1977 by the total weeks in
the labor force. The rate calculated in this manner
was only 6.1% for 1977 as a whole. It turns out
that annual unemployment rates derived from the
March 1976 and March 19,7 surveys were also con-
siderably smaller than the annual rates drawn from
the 12 monthly surveys. We do not have a full 4
explanation for these results.

8. This is an application of the Lorenze Curve, the
normal use of which is to measure income in-
equality. See A. Sen, Income Inequa.lity, 1973,
Oxford, Clarendon Press, for a discussion of the
Lorenze Curve.

4
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9. M. Wachter, for example, in "The Nature of Che
Unemployment Problem", Challen9e, May/June .1978,

asserts that most unemployment is short term.

10. K. Clark and L. Summers, "Labor Force Ttansitions

) and Unemployment", Technical Analysis Paper No. 59,

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy,
.Evaluation, and Reseatch, U.S. Department of Labor,.

'October 4978.

11. More.formally, in the first approach, we compute
ttie probability of being in a particular age-race-

sex group conditional on the fact that a person
is structurally unemployed, P(ARS/Us); and
in the second approach we compute the probability

'of being structurally unemployed conditional on the

age-race-sex group of.the person, P(u /ARS).

12. See Wachter, op. cit, and G.E. Johnson and

A. Blakemore, "The Potential Efficacy of Employ-
ment Policy in Reducing the Non-Inflationary
Unemployment Rate", American Economic Association

Proceedings, 1978.

13. More formally, note that P(ARS/Us)=. P(Us/ARS)

1%* P(ARS)/P(Us). For black haleyouth the conditional
probability of being structurally unemployed is rel-

atively high, P(Us/ARS),. but the probability of
falling into that group is relltively low, P(ARS).
The reverse is true for prime age white males.

1,4. It does not folloW that increasing aggregate demand

would have been a viable solution since structural
problems unrelated to the skills ot the unemployed
could have fueled inflation or limited the increases

in demand for the struccurally unemployed.


